Extent: 1 box

Scope and Content Note: The collection consists of a set of 9 small daguerreotypes or ambrotypes framed together. They show Evander de Lafayette Fisher and members of his family, including, perhaps, his daughter Phebe. There are 3 men and six women.

Biographical and historical information: Evander De Lafayette Fisher was a cabinet maker, furniture restorer and picture framer who worked at a stand near Conant’s Store in Barnstable Village. His daughter Phebe was a beloved teacher in the Yarmouth schools.

Access: Unrestricted. Credit Sturgis Library Archives for publication purposes.

Acquisition: Donated by (if applicable)

Processed by: Lucy Loomis, (date)

Related collections:

CONTENTS:

1 folder with documents relating to Fisher and his business

1 frame with 9 images